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The future of
threat detection,
protection,
and response
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Trellix at a glance

40K customers
4K+ employees
$1.7B in revenue
35 years of experience

Trellix is the living security company, delivering adaptable,
innovative cybersecurity solutions to enterprises and organizations
around the world.
A combination of the highly skilled McAfee Enterprise and FireEye
teams, Trellix is dedicated to transforming the way organizations
think about security by delivering market-leading solutions and
best-in-class technology and expertise to keep customers
everywhere safe and secure.
Today’s dynamic world demands a holistic, integrated security
ecosystem and a cloud-first approach that allows all security
products to work in unison. By harnessing the power of artificial
intelligence and automation to unlock insights and streamline
workflows, Trellix helps organizations stay one step ahead of
adversaries, adapt to new threats, and accelerate detection and
correction through the entire defense lifecycle.

Trellix customers on the
Fortune Global 500

78% of all Fortune Global 500
companies

10/10 top energy companies
100% of telecom companies
10/10 top manufacturing
companies

93% of top motor vehicle
companies
9/10 top healthcare
companies
9/10 top financial companies

Our customers
Trellix customers range from
government agencies to
businesses in all industries and
include midsize organizations
and the largest global
enterprises. In fact, Trellix
customers represent 78% of
the Fortune Global 500. Our
integrated platform allows
organizations to achieve
optimized security each
day, enabling business while
helping them reduce risk,
drive compliance, and realize
operational efficiencies.

9/10 top retail companies
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Trellix XDR ecosystem
The Trellix enterprise cybersecurity portfolio is built around extended
detection and response (XDR), a holistic ecosystem that consolidates
all security products into an interconnected, constantly communicating
platform that’s always learning and adapting to new threats. Trellix XDR
integrates multiple security functions, unifies telemetry from different
sources across an enterprise, and applies AI and machine learning to
prioritizeLIVING
and quickly
respond toXDR
critical
threats.
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Connect with us

Trellix XDR helps government organizations and enterprises
across industries:
•

Improve analyst and security operations efficiency by
correlating disparate events from multiple security tools into
actionable investigations

•

Optimize deployment by smoothly integrating Trellix products with
your third-party security solutions

•

Deliver detection efficiency by applying best security practice
playbooks, updated daily, to keep up with the changing global
threat landscape

•

Highlight and reduce risk by using security analytics and
automation to prioritize investigations and accelerate incident
detection and response.

Visit Trellix.com to learn more.
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